
Shelby Kimmel

Problem Set Self-Assessment Guide
For each problem...

If correct - congratulations! Keep up your hard work!
If incorrect try to determine what kind of error(s) you made, and make a note on the

Canvas editor, and then over the next few days (prior to quiz) work on improving (see
suggestions) when you either resolve problem set questions, or find similar questions in
the textbooks.

All Problems:
• Minor typo error: Algebra errors, forgetting to carry terms from one equation to the

next, etc.

– If you are making this type of error, you should practice carefully checking each
step of your work. It is easier to find these minor errors after taking a small
break from the problem and looking at it with fresh eyes.

• Minor conceptual error: You have the correct approach and are able to carry out
that approach, but perhaps you forgot one step, or didn’t account for an aspect of the
problem.

– If you are making this type of error, make sure you understand why what you
did was an error and what you should have done (if not, come to office/tutoring
hours). Before you start a problem, think about what errors you made on similar
problems in the past, and consciously avoid.

• Correct approach but...: This is when you have the correct approach but either you
got stuck, or you made a more major error in carrying out that approach.

– If you are making this mistake, look at the solution to the problem itself or to
similar problems from class or textbooks, and make sure you understand the
solution completely (if not, come to office/tutoring hours). Then, after taking
a break, solve that problem again without looking at the solution. Compare
your solution to the original and notice any places you differ, or if you got stuck
again, think about what you should have done. Repeat until you can solve this
type of problem on your own.

• Incorrect approach: This is when you use an incorrect approach to solve a problem.
(Note: there are sometimes multiple ways to approach the same problem, so if your
solution is not exactly the same as mine, it might still be correct. If you are not sure,
please contact your assigned TA.)

– If you are making this mistake, follow the same approach as “Correct approach
but...” to help you learn.
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• Answered the wrong question:

– If you are making this mistake, read through each question several times and
rephrase it in your own words before starting. Then, after you’ve started
working, go back and read the question again and make sure you are still
answering the question that was asked. After you finish, check again.

Proof Problems:
Check for the above errors, and in addition, check for the following errors in your writing:

• Not enough English: Your proof consists of lines of equations with little/no expla-
nation.

– If you are making this error, after writing a proof, go back and insert more
English as necessary.

• Math vs English: You use English when mathematical notation would be signifi-
cantly clearer, or vice versa. Note you often can interchange math and English, so
this is only an issue when it makes a significant difference.

– If you are making this mistake, after writing your proof, go back and look at
places that seem convoluted either in English or math, and think about how
you would translate that section. If it will be simpler the other way...translate!

• Mathematical Notation Usage: You do not clearly introduce/explain your mathe-
matical notation.

– If you are making this error, after writing a proof, go back and insert more
explanation as necessary.

• Writing style: Your writing is too casual, or doesn’t follow the norms of proof style
writing.

– If you are making this mistake, closely read through the solution proof or a
similar proof from a textbook or class. After taking a break, rewrite the proof
yourself without looking at the original. Compare and notice places where your
language differs. Rewrite again trying to use more of the formal language.

• Verbose: You repeat yourself, explain too much.

– If you are making this mistake, after writing a proof, go back edit, and cross out
verbose passages.

If you find that you are making a mistake that doesn’t fall into the categories above,
please let me know and I’ll add to the list!

Your problem sets are graded based on effort. These self-grades are entirely to aid in
your learning process and do not affect your grade in the course (except insofar as you put
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effort into the self-grade process). However, quizzes and tests are graded for correctness,
and I know some of you care a lot about grades, so I’ve included a rough correspondence
between errors and grades on the following page.
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The following are meant to give you a rough correspondence. Depending on the
situation, the true grade may vary.

Error Grade
Correct A (20/20)
Minor typo error A- (19/20)
Minor conceptual error B+ (18/20)
Correct approach but... B/B- (16-17/20)
Incorrect approach C (15/20)
Answered the wrong question wildcard!*
No answer :( why?

*depends on what question you answered and how well you answered it, but generally
not more than A-

Proof Writing: Roughly a part of a letter grade for each type of error (e.g. B+→ B)
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